We Close 2021 with Gratitude
and Thanks...

The true story of Zeze.
Zeze is a Chimpanzee, He was was born
in Africa and is almost 2 years of age ...
His family adored him and he spent his
childhood hidden in the depths of the
greenest forest living in pure
happiness.. One dark day, Local
poachers came raging into the forest
armed with Riﬂes, Machetes and
Greed. Most of Zeze’s family where
murdered in front of his innocent eyes,
the only le� alive was his sister Zizi..
Then it went dark, silent ....
Zeze woke up, surrounded by darkness
and pain. A bullet lodged inside his
delicate body, his face and eye
wounded by a Machete.
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Mission Caita Angola:
Combating Illegal Wildlife
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Our work in Angola was recognized on a worldwide level
and we have received the IUCN/WCPA International
Ranger Award 2021 on Special Commendations
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Wild at Life Elephant
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Animal Rescue, Germany
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relief and rescue more lives in need in Germany

We will have more exciting news in the coming months.
We are rescuing more animals from wet markets in
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Only a few weeks ago we organized a Run For Wildlife
with our local partners to raise awareness on the wildlife
plight and bring animals into people’s hearts.
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hearts and souls. We need to learn to respect, learn to coexist
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/NWFa_Dj-rW8
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vast semi-wild enclosure and we will continue our work
and campaign to bring an end to the bloody industry
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